Abstract. The dynamical behavior of spacecraft propellant affected by the asymmetric combined gravity gradient and jitter acceleration are studied. In particular the effect of surface tension on partially-filled rotating fluids applicable to a full-scale Gravity Probe-B Spacecraft dewar tank has been investigated. Three different cases of orbital accelerations: (a) gravity gradient-dominated, (b) equally weighted between gravity gradients and jitter, and (c) gravity jitter-dominated accelerations are considered. Fluctuations of angular momentum, fluid moment and bubble mass center caused by slosh wave excitations driven by gravity gradient and jitter accelerations are also investigated.
Introduction
In space experiment, superconducting sensors are used for gyro read-out and maintain a very low temperature for mechanical stability. The approaches to both cooling and control involve the use of superfluid liquid helium. For example, to test Einstein's General Relativity, the Gravity Probe-B (GP-B) Spacecraft adopts the boil-off from the cryogenic liquid helium dewar as a propellant to maintain the attitude control and drag-free operation of the spacecraft [1] . The potential problems for cryogenic liquid in the dewar container could be due to asymmetry in liquid helium distribution which is controlled by the capillary effect governed liquid-vapor interface disturbances in a microgravity environment.
The instability of the capillary effect governed liquid-vapor interface profiles can be induced by the presence of longitudinal and lateral acceleration, vehicle vibration, and rotational fields of the spacecraft. Thus, slosh waves are excited, producing high and low frequency oscillations in the fluid systems. The sources of the residual accelerations range from the effects of the Earth's gravity gradient and jitter accelerations, which includes atmospheric drag on the spacecraft, spacecraft attitude motions arising from machinery vibrations, thruster firings, crew motion, etc. A recent study [2] suggests that the high frequency accelerations may be unimportant in comparison to the residual motions caused by low frequency accelerations.
The time-dependent dynamical behavior of the capillary effect governed liquidvapor-solid interface disturbances for rotating fluids in reduced gravity environments was simulated by numerically solving the Navier-Stokes equations subject to the initial and boundary conditions [3, 4] . At the interface between the liquid and the vapor fluids, both the kinematic surface boundary condition and the interface stress conditions for components tangential and normal to the interface were applied [3] [4] [5] [6] . The initial conditions were adopted from the steady-state formulations developed by Hung et al. [3] with an example in the geometry of the GP-B Spacecraft [1] . Some of the steady-state formulations of interface shapes were compared with the available experiments carried out by Leslie [7] in a free-falling aircraft (KC-135). The experiments carried out by Mason et al. [8] showed that the classical fluid mechanics theory is applicable for cryogenic liquid helium in large containers.
As the spacecraft moves along the orbit, any fluid mass capable of motion relative to the spacecraft is subject to the acceleration that arises from the gravity gradients of the Earth [9-11] and orbital environmental jitter acceleration. In this paper, in addition to the ubiquitously available study of sloshing dynamics modulated liquid-vapor interface oscillations in normal and microgravity environment, we are particularly interested in the investigation of orbital acceleration, the combined gravity gradient and jitter accelerations, induced sloshing dynamics and the characteristics of its impact on orbital spacecraft fluid systems. In this study, comparisons are made of the dynamical evolution of sloshing dynamics excited moment and angular momentum fluctuations of fluid systems for the combined gravity gradient and jitter accelerations at different background of jitter accelerations due to the various ranges of environmental drag. In other words, the study is based on the orbital gravity gradient acceleration with a combination of three ranges of gravity jitter accelerations (10 -6, 10 -7 and 10 -8 go) for the purpose of studying the dynamics of capillary effect governed liquid-vapor-solid interface disturbances and their effects on fluid moment and angular momentum disturbances.
Mathematical Model of Capillary Effect Governed Slosh Wave Excitation along the Liquid-Vapor Interface
Consider a closed circular dewar cylinder of an inner radius al, and an outer radius a2, with height L, which is partially filled with cryogenic liquid helium, and rest of the ullage is filled with a helium vapor. Density and viscosity of liquid helium and helium vapor are PL, #L, Pv, and/zv, respectively. Let us use cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z), with corresponding velocity components (u, v, w) , and corresponding residual gravity acceleration, such as gravity gradient components (agg,r, agg,O, aga,z) and gravity jitter components (agj,~, agj,O, agj,z ) . The whole fluid system is spinning in the z-axis with an angular velocity of w and an angular acceleration of a. The governing equations for non-inertia frame (spacecraft bound coordinates) are illustrated in our recent studies [12, 13] and will not be repeated in this paper.
